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MCH MINIDUMPER H500
L70-E POWER CARRIES

WITH HYDRAULIC
DUMPER CART STAGE V

500 Kg 
        

   

Product price:  

7.585,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

MCH MINIDUMPER H500 L70-E POWER CARRIES WITH HYDRAULIC DUMPER CART
STAGE V 500 Kg 

MCH MINIDUMPER H500L70-E is a power carries equipped with Yanmar L70-E STAGE V
electric start engine with Diesel power supply, with a load capacity of up to 500Kg.

The MCH MINIDUMPER H500L70-E power carries your work easier, make transporting heavy
materials easier and safer. In addition, in reducing accidents at work, they also take away a
weight from you.

MCH MINIDUMPER H500L70-E is designed for the most demanding professionals, are equipped
with a deep tipper, ideal for transporting materials (rubble, sand, stones, bricks, concrete,
wood...). Its hydrostatic tipping function facilitates your work, allowing you to unload up to 500 kg
with the simple action of the control lever.

With the Yanmar L70-E STAGE V diesel engine, you'll get incredible performance with low fuel
consumption, so you can get the most out of the MCH MINIDUMPER H500 L70-E.

On gravel, rough terrain and even climbing stairs, the unique tread on these trucks provides
incredible traction. The tread minimizes ground damage, an important consideration when
working on lawns and gardens.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS MCH MINIDUMPER H500 L70-E

Engine: Yanmar L70-E
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Displacement: 320 cc
Power: 4.8 KW
Engine speed: 3600 rpm
Emissions regulation: Stage V
Fuel feed: Diesel
Transmission: Hydrostatic
Forward speed: 1 Speed 2,5 Km/h
Hydraulic motors type: Orbital
Hydraulic motors displacement: 200cc
Hydraulic pump type: Double gear
Displacement: Fixed
Maximum pressure: 180 bar
Working pressure: 150 bar
Pump flow: 4,2+4,2 cc/rpm
Safety system: Locking valves
Hydraulic oil tank: 14 l
Dump truck volume: 0.21 m
Tipping: Hydraulic
Maximum slope allowed: 20%
Flat load capacity: 500 kg
Slope load capacity: 350 kg
Rubber tracks (mm) : 180 x 60 x 38
Width: 1478 mm
Depth: 835 mm
Height: 1250 mm
Net weight: 380 kg

Are you looking for a carries with different technical characteristics? Here you can find the full
range of power carries MCH or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the manufacturer.
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Product features:  

Fuel: Diesel
Engine: Yanmar L70-E
Emissions Regulations: Stage 5
Engine rpm (rpm): 3600
Engine capacity (cm³): 320
Power (KW): 4.8
Transmission: Hydrostatics
Length (mm): 1478
Width (mm): 800
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Height (mm): 1250
Dry weight (Kg): 380
Speeds: 1
Capacità di carico in piano (Kg): 500
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